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Createspace, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Revised. 229 x 152 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Imagine an Earth restored to
perfection under the care of ten women Guardians, who answer only to a governing computer.
Imagine a peaceful, colonized Solar System. This is what the New Victorian Empire has
accomplished in the 475 years of its existence. Now mankind faces extinction because of a genetic
mutation caused by the catastrophic collapse of Earth s environment in 2065 A.D., the year the
Empire began. The Keyhole anomaly, a wormhole in space, offers a solution; time-travel to
transport genetically sound humans from the past. Renegade nuclear engineer Louis Franelli has
developed the technology of that time-travel, which his employer, criminal and rebel Galen
Bestmarke, is using to go back to 1975 A.D. to collect hunting trophies and establish a slave-trade
through time. The Empire is desperate to recover Franelli and his technology so that they can use it
to save mankind. The Planetary Control Corps (PCC) under the direction of the Guardians, Star-
Commander Abigail VanDevere, and the dynamic young team of Lieutenant Janet Rogerton and
Pilot Kolanna face the daunting task of stopping Bestmarke...
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Very beneficial to all category of folks. We have study and that i am sure that i will planning to go through yet again again in the future. Its been printed in
an extremely straightforward way in fact it is just soon after i finished reading this pdf where actually changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Emmett Mann-- Emmett Mann

Comprehensive information! Its this sort of great go through. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time. I am just quickly can get a satisfaction of
looking at a created pdf.
-- Alexandra Weissnat-- Alexandra Weissnat
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